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Rnnnff to he held Friday

Treasurer race down to two
By Keith Perry
staff writer

The votes are tallied and the polls are
closed, but the race for SGA treasurer
isn't over yet.
The race continues on Friday, with a
run-off election between Gary McCoy
and Les Quezaire. Elections will be held
in the Phillips Cetoter from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.
According to the SGA constitution, a
candidate must receive 50 percent of all
1

votes plus one more, to be the winner.
In Monday's election, the winner would
have needed 504 out of 1005 votes.
McCoy received 419 votes, or 41.7
percent of all votes; Quezaire received
363 votes, or 36.1 percent; and Colleen
McCracken drew 223 votes, or 22.2
percent.
Run-off elections are "not very
common," SGA President Kathy Sayko
said. The last SGA run-off elections
were in April 1984 for the offices of

SGA president, legislative vice
president and treasurer.
Run-off elections occur when the
third candidate is popular enough to
draw a significant number of votes and
sway the election, Sayko said. In this
case "supporters of McCracken are
key," she added.
McCoy and Quezaire are campaigning
again, hoping to attract those who
supported McCracken.
McCoy said he is ready for Friday's

election, but "was kind of hoping
things would be settled, would be cut
and dried.
"It's a little discouraging that you've
put in all that work . . . and then you
realize you have to do it all over again,"
McCoy said.
McCoy, a senior, said his years at
JMU have given him experience and
knowledge that would prove beneficial
See TREASURER page 2 >
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Reporters argue
individual rights
By Martin Romjue
news editor

•

A conservative poltical columnist and a Supreme
Court reporter debated' the right of government to
restrict personal liberties here Monday evening.
Political columnist James J. Kilpatrick and
Baltimore Sun reporter Lyle Denniston used the
AIDS and abortion controversies to explain their
views on how the Constitution should apply to
personal lives.
The presentation, titled "Pressing Contemporary
Constitutional Issues: An Exchange of Views," was
part of JMU's Fall 1987 Arts and Sciences
Symposium this week on the Bicenntenial of the
Constitution. An overflow crowd aucnded the debate
at Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
AIDS is a "deeply pressing issue of contemporary
constitutional concern," Denniston said.
"I can think of a no more challenging concern for a
nation which,is celebrating 200 years of personal
liberty than to find a way we can constitutionally
accommodate the liberty and freedom of persons
affected with this awful disease," he said.
Society is more willing to allow the "eradication"
of AIDS victims than finding a cure for the disease,
Denniston said. He added that state legislatures need
to adopt statutes prohibiting discrimination against
AIDS victims in employment, housing, education
and public benefits.
"The Constitution does not anywhere say that a
person afflicted-with a disease is in a suspect class,"
Denniston said. Therefore such a person is entitled to
constitutional protection against acts of
discrimination.
4K

See DEBATE page 2 >
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Dr. Russell Warren, JMU's vice president for academic affairs, took the only
seat available in Grafton-Stovall Theatre for James Buchanan's speech Monday
afternoon. For more on the Arts and Sciences Symposium, see page 5.
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Treasurer
>• < Continued from page 1)

"I've seen a lot of different aspects." he said. "I feel
I'm qualified and competent to see that the right things
are done for JMU students."
McCoy has served as an SGA senator, a
student-at-large, and chairman of the legislative action
committee. He also served as treasurer of the Virginia
Student Association, a state-wide organization that
lobbies for student concerns at the General Assembly
in Richmond.
McCoy's platform focuses on increasing funds in the
contingency account
and educating student
organizations on getting those funds.
The number of student organizations is growing, and
the SGA funds for those groups should be growing
with them, McCoy said.
"I think maybe we need to look at the contingency

Debate —

To educate the groups, he proposes holding a
meeting of the treasurers of all campus organizations
or publishing a pamphlet listing funding procedures.

Quezaire said he looks at Friday's run-off is
of second chance.
"The message is out there ... all I can do is get
those people that voted before to vote again, and
hopefully change some people's minds."
Quezaire's message involves a more active SGA
treasurer. In the past the treasurer spent loo much tune
counting money and not enough time debating student
issues, Quezaire said.

McCoy said he looks at the run-off optimistically.
"I've done this before. I know what needs to be done,
and I'll go out and do what needs to be done, and if I
keep at it. it'll work out well."
McCoy's opponent, Les Quezaire, is no stranger to
JMU politics either. Quezaire served as the chairman
pro tempore of the student senate, SGA senator for
three years and an SGA student-at-large for one year.

He also wants to better educate campus organizations
on contingency account funds. He proposes holdine
seminars with campus organizations, because "thev
have a right to know that money is there for them *
Quezaire said he is now more concerned with
campaigning Friday. "Friday it'll just be handshaking,
smiling, and hoping they'll head toward the Phillips
Center with my name in mind."

account and see if there are enough funds to adequately
meet the needs of all those clubs and organizations,"
he said.
Another plank in his platform concerns educating
organizations on how to successfully aquire funds from
this account.

Some quarantines are necessary and
are not "an unreasonable use of police
power," Kilpatrick said. "Within the
armed services and prisons, there are
what appear to be valid reasons for
quarantine of victims who are actively
infectious.
"As time goes on, and we learn more
about the transmission of AIDS, we
will make more intelligent laws about
them."
Denniston and Kilpatrick also
disagreed on the Tightness of the
Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade decision
in 1973, which legalized abortion.
"The only thing wrong with Roe v.
Wade is. tha( it didn't go far enough,"
Denniston said
The decision still rejects the notion
that a woman is autonomous of her
body processes, he added. He asked
students what rights a 14-year-old
pregnant girl should have.
"Is there no way by the Constitution
that she can make that choice?"
Denniston said. "If she's old enough to
become pregnant, is she not entitled to
the right to choose what to do about
it?"
Denniston said the Supreme Court
justices are split 4-4 on the legality of
Roe v. Wade.
Soon "the nomination of Bork will
decide all of it for us. I wonder if that's
where we want the decision to lie." he

> (Continued from page 1)

There are many politicians in
Washington who support quarantining
AIDS victims, he said.
"We apparently have forgotten
entirely the experience of 1942 and
1943, when a sizable part of our
population was physically and
forcefully removed from their homes
and put in camps that were in no wav
habitable," Dcnniston said.
"Shall we say in this 200th
anniversary of our Constitution that
where the political will is otherwise,
the majoritarian preference is different,
there is no place to which we can turn
for protection for this pariah class?"
Dcnniston asked.
Kilpatrick said some laws are needed
to protect public health and promote
society's rights.
"The individual isn't always right, and
the government isn't always wrong.
Sometimes the state has to interfere
wiih the lives of individuals.
There is, after all, a long period of
precedent in the area of public health
against permitting cess pools and
rat-infested buildings. All of these
sanitary laws are within the power —
the police power of the state to enact
because they are thought to be good for
society as a whole," Kilpatrick said.

said.
The abortion issue is directly related
to personal autonomy, Denniston said.
"What you can choose or not choose
about the quality of your life is a
Constitutional issue.
"I don't believe if we allow mature,
competent human beings to choose
what they will do about the most
inJmate kinds of choices that society
will fall into a moral cess pool."
Kilpatrick said Roe v. Wade
represents the Supreme Court's general
lack of deference to legislators.
Referring to important Supereme
Court decisions such as Roe v. Wade,
Kilpatrick asked, "Are we to place these
judgments in five members, five
non-responsible,
un-electcd,
unaccountable persons?
"All of those state legislators out
there have taken the same oath to
uphold the Constitution of the United
States that members of the Supreme
Court have taken. [The] 535 members
of Congress have also taken the same
oath."
Kilpatrick also defended Robert Bork.
President- Reagan's controversial
nominee to the Supreme Court
"It is said that my friend Robert Bork
is some kind of activist ogre who is
going to chew up the Constitution and
spa it out the minute he gets on the
court. Who arc the activists on that

court today? Two oif them stand out
above all others," Kilpatrick said,
naming Justices William Brennan and
Thurgood Marshall.
Nothing Bork has done has ever
surpassed the activism of those two
members of the United States Supreme
Court, who will not even take up a
case, he said, referring to the capita!
punishment issue. "They are so
convinced that the death sentence is
unconstitutional they will noi hear it
Talk to me about closed minds."
Kilpatrick's column is syndicated in
over 500 newspapers.
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Borknotsobad

Political furor not new, Kilpatrick says
By Martin Romjue
peyy? editor

Controversy over Supreme Court
appointments is nothing new, said
syndicated columnist James J.
Kilpatrick in an interview here Monday.
"Politics and ideology have been
involved in Supreme Court
nominations since the beginning of the
republic," said Kilpatrick, referring to
the recent furor over Robert Bork's
nomination to the Supreme Court
Confirmation hearings for Bork
started this week. Bork has drawn the
wrath of Senate Judiciary Committee
chairman Joseph Biden, D-Del and
many legal and poltical special interest
groups who fear Bork will reverse
judicial progress on civil liberties.
"What Reagan has done in
nominating Bork, is exactly what his
predecessors have been doing for nearly
200 years — trying to put on justices
of his own philosophical persuasion,"
Kilpatrick said. "So there is nothing
unusual in this."
Kilpatrick added that past popular
presidents chose Supereme Court
nominees based on ideology.
"Roosevelt wanted good-style New
Dealers on the court, and expected them
to behave that way," he said. "When
Lyndon Johnson put Thurgood
Marshall on there, he was certain that
Thurgood Marshall in any case
involving Great Society, would vote to
uphold Lyndon Johnson's point of
view."
Most justices do not adhere to one
ideology all the time when they start
deciding cases, Kilpatrick said.
"These judges don't stay tied once
they're on the Supreme Court," he said,
citing the performance of Antonin
Scalia, Reagan's last judicial
appointment to the Supreme Court.
"Scalia was quite a disappointment
to us this past term. By us I mean
conservative pro-Reagan people. We
thought Scalia would be a 100 percent
conservative, but he turned out not to
be.

"If Bork goes on the court, then I
think what will be confirmed, is that
he's likely to disappoint us too," he
said.
Bork advocates a strict constructionist
view of the Constitution, Kilpatrick
said.
"Bork's main point as he's explained
it over and over is that judges not only
take the oath to support the
Constitution," he said. "Congressmen
and several thousand state legislators
have equally taken the oath to uphold
and defend the Constitution of the
United States. And Bork believes they
should be given some deference."
He added that Bork's "inclination
would be to support what the popularly
elected people have done," instead of

probably would join them and that
might be sufficient to tilt the decision
in a different direction."
Bork's views of the Constitution and
its interpretation do not justify the
hostile attempts by Sen. Biden and
special interests to keep him off of the
court, Kilpatrick said.
"I think Biden is full of hot air. He is
really a bullhard, that guy. And some of
these charges brought by lunatic groups
against him are just hogwash — just
sheer rubbish," he said.
When asked about the status of higher
education in America, Kilpatrick said he
wants to see universities "get back
toward a basic core curriculum
revolving around the natural sciences
and the humanities."

"I think Biden is full of hot air. He is
really a bullhard, that guy. And some
of these charges brought by lunatic
groups against him [Bork] are just
hogwash."
— James J. Kilpatrick
allowing majorities of five justices to
interpret what the public wants.
"My guess would be that Bork would
go in the direction towards strict
construction, and literal interpretation.
He believes strongly in judicial
restraint. He believes that judges ought
to keep their own prejudices and
predilections out of their opinions," he
said.
Bork might modify some decisions,
such as Roe v. Wade, which legalized
abortion, because he thinks the court's
past judicial activism has gone too far,
Kilpartrick said.
He added that justices Rehnquist,
White, O'Connor and Scalia "have
indicated their dissatisfaction with Roe
v. Wade.
"If Bork went on the court, I think he

Kilpatrick praised a book written by
Alan Bloom called "The Closing of the
American Mind," which criticizes
higher education for failing to provide
students with a solid, liberal arts
education.
"We need to get away from the
educational smorgasboards that have
been provided at to many universities
— fewer frills and more solid stuff,
back to the great books," he said. "I'd
like to see universities get back in the
directions that Alan Bloom pointed to."
It will take a long time before many
universities get back to such a
curriculum, Kilpatrick said.
"You have tenured professors who are
pretty well entrenched in their views,"
he said. "You have university
administrations that are satisfied that

they are doing what is right and
necessary."
Kilpatrick cited Harvard University as
an example of institutions which resent
criticism from Bloom and others like
Education Secretary William Bennett.
Bennett delivered a speech at Harvard
this year attacking its curriculum, and
calling for more emphasis on liberal
arts and classics.
"President Bok of Harvard was
outraged by it," Kilpatrick said. "The
idea that anyone could criticize
Harvard's curriculum was an idea that he
found totally unacceptable. So at
Harvard, at least it is unlikely that
anything will be done."
••
Kilpatrick also said he opposes
student demonstrations which result in
disorder and lawlessness.
"Protests and demonstrations are fine
with me as long as they don't break any
laws," he said. "But when students lake
over public property, lock the dean out
of his office, and trash the place, I'd
arrest them and put them in jail.
In assessing the Reagan presidency, ,
Kilpatrick said history will view
Reagan with mixed results. He said
Reagan would earn a B or B+ grade.
"There have not been any spectacular
events during his presidency such as the
Nixon opening the door to China or
President Truman's ending the war and
dropping the atomic bomb," he said.
"Reagan has not had anything in his
seven years that precisely matches those
high points of presidential boldness or
creativity. But his economic policies
have at least gotten us into the 58lh
month of economic recovery.
But, Kilpatrick added, "he certainly
will be criticized for his fiscal
management Under his administration
these deficits have just gone rolling up
to the sky."
Kilpatrick praised Reagan for
"keeping up our national defense."
"In foreign affairs, generally his
relations with the Soviet Union, build
up of the arms services, I'd give him a
good grade."

Denniston: Nominee could be 'dead duck'
By Rob Washburn
editor

How will the Bork hearings come out?
At the moment, I think Bork
probably is going to be confirmed by
the Senate. It's a very, very close
propostion and I think it's going to be
decided not on committee, but on the
Senate floor. There are issues that are
very hard for him to handle and for the
administration to handle, like the
question of whether or not he would

overrule more than two generations ?(
civil rights decisions. Or can he explain
in a way that's going to be satisfactory
the Saturday night massacre where he
fired the Watergate prosecutor in 1972.
All of those are very difficult issues,
and whether or not Bork can give
answers that satisfy the moderates will
be the difference. This is not a fight
between the liberals and the
conservatives, everybody knows where
they stand. This is a fight for the

He's got to acknowledge that's he saic!
moderates who are not ready to make up
of
all these things that are so critical to
their minds right now and who are
him.
He's not going to get by with
going to form their judgement on how
saying,
'I didn't really mean that.' He's
Bork does before the committee. So
going
to
have to acknowledge that he
both sides realize that Bork's appearance
said
it
and
then he's going to have to
is absolutely critical. He's got to do
say,
'I
don't
believe it any longer' and
very, very well in order to hold or to
justify
why
he
has changed his mind, or
gain some moderates. If he docs not do
'I
still
believe
it' and then try and
well, men he's a dead duck.
What effect will Bork's views have on
past issues?

See BORK page 9 >-
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WHEN THE DUKES WIN,

CONGRATULATIONS!

To
Last Issues
Ad Trivia
Winners:

THE DRINKS ARE ON THE HOUSE

\

After each Dukes football victory, come by Subway
and celebrate. With the purchase of any foot-long
sub get a 22oz. Coke, Cherry Coke, Sprite, Diet Coke
or Iced Tea - FREE!
Offer good for all games - home and away - until
midnight of game day (not good with anyT other
coupon offers).
^
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Woodrow Driver
Daniel Hupfer
Alice Hall
Due to late delivery, there were only three
winners for last issue.There will be seven
awarded for this issue. Never assume, always
check to see if all of the winners have been chosen.
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The Fall 1987 Arts and Sciences Symposium

Church, state too separate, speaker says
By Kurt Larrick
staff writer

Today's complete separation of church
and state is opposite of the intent of the
Framcrs of the Constitution, said the
dean of the school of philosophy at
Catholic University Tuesday.
Dr. Jude Dougherty spoke to a
near-capacity crowd at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, tracing religion through the
history of the United States as part of
JMU's 1987 Fall Arts and Sciences
Symposium
celebrating
the
bicentennial of the Constitution.
At the writing of the Constitution,
nine of the 13 colonies had established
religions, Dougherty said, and the
original intent was not to build a wall
between church and state, but to
advance both for the good of society.
The separation was intended to be
between church and nation, which
prevents a national religion. The
drafters did not call for a separation of
the church from the original 13 state
governments, only from the national
government.
The relationship between church and
state developed into a situation that is
"diametrically opposed to the original
intent of the drafters of the
Constitution," Dougherty said.
Everson v. Board of Education (1947)
marks the beginning of church and state
separation. This case, and the
subsequent cases involving prayer,

jude Dougherty
Bible reading and the pledge of
allegiance ("One nation, under God") in
schools, managed to separate the church
from state government, he said.
This "wall of separation" occurred as
a result of an intellectual takeover in
America's universities and courts, he
said. Unable to get changes through the
legislature, the intellectuals used the
courts, specifically the Supreme Court,
as their battleground to effectively
eliminate religion from public schools.
The change brings on the

Bork confirmation hearings focusing on
religion, Dougherty addressed the
church and state dilemma as it stands in
1987.
"On T.V. this week," Dougherty said^
referring to the Bork hearings,
"important questions are being raised."
He saw his personal friend Bork as a
"lightening rod" in the church and state
debate which is nearing the point of
returning to a more pre-Everson
situation.
"What we must do now," Dougherty
said, "is to look at religion and ask
"Does it have a value in society?' This
has not been addressed."
Dougherty sees this bicentennial year
as a time for soul-searching and
attending to our roots. We need to "see
how far we've drifted" from the original
intent of the drafters of the
Constitution.
As for the future, Dougherty sees
change. "We're the only major country
Staff photo by BETSY TREADWAY
in the West that hasn't solved this
"implications of what I take to be a problem."
loss of respect for the intellectual and
He predicts United States citizens will
cultural role of religion in society," be "looking for moral leadership." The
Dougherty said.
intellectuals have changed the laws, but
The court cases eliminating prayer in they aren't representative of the people,
schools in the 1960's would not have Dougherty said.
been ruled unconstitutional one century
"Ninety-five percent of the people in
before when the original intent of the this country believe in God, and they're
religion clauses was being applied, he not going to be influenced by the
intellectuals any more. Do the
said.
intellectuals represent the people? Or do
Today, with Pat Robertson and Jim the laws reflect the small, elite
Bakker in the news, and the Robert minority?"

Nobel scholar: Political mood revives Madison's ideas
By Heather Dawson
staff writar

The United States is returning to a more
"Madisonian" view of politics and economics, said the
winner of the 1986 Nobel Prize for economic science
Monday.
Dr. James Buchanan was the first featured speaker of
JMU's 1987 Fall Arts and Sciences Symposium,
celebrating the Bicentennial of the Constitution.
Buchanan explained James Madison's ideas, "using
modem terminology and modem tools of analysis,
with a twentieth century slant, rather than an
eighteenth century slant."
He said the political climate of the past 150 years
has been moving away from a "Madisonian view." For
example, the political atmosphere of the 1960s
"offered a dramatically different environment of ideas."
During those years, "We forgot the Madisonian ideas
and somehow we adopted a very romantic illusion
about what politics and government could do for us.
"We adopted a view somehow that government was a
romantic, benevolent despot and all we needed to do
was advise the government to do good, and it would do
good," he said.

Even conventional thinkers regarded politics as "a
search for truth and goodness, a search for some
uniquely determinate "best result' for everybody."
Buchanan explained the basis for this belief. "The
state . . . must ultimately be justified in terms of its
potential for satisfying the desires of the individual,
whatever these desires might be."
Therefore, politics must be positive so that the state
can meet individual needs, the purpose for which it
was designed, he said.
Once this fact is recognized and the conflicts of
special interests have been resolved, politics can be
compared easily with the basic exchange model of
economics, Buchanan said.
In this model, he said, "traders enter into an
interaction process with each other with interests that
conflict but in a setting that also offers mutuality of
gain from cooperation."
Buchanan calls this comparison "politics, as
exchange" and believes that it justifies the existence of
the compound republic.
This is especially true because each individual within
a political structure is motivated to choose what is
best for his own interests.
• t*L* ■■■■*»* ■■-
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Small, shy man had tall credentials
EDITOR'S NOTE: The US. Constitution was
accepted at a convention in Philadelphia 200 years
ago Tuesday. This university's namesake, James
Madison, is considered the architect of the
Constitution. In tribute to our fourth president, and
his contributions towards creating this nation, here
is a special feature, presenting the man, small in
size and a giant in intellect, to the students of
James Madison University. Information was
gathered from this month's issue of National
Geographic and "James Madison 1751-1836 A
Brief Biographical Sketch," by Carlton B. Smith, a
JMU history professor who recently passed away.
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

A shy man nicknamed Jemmy, standing
S-foot-6 and weighing 100 pounds, is best
known for his outspoken, tad and heavy
credentials.
A son of a Virginia planter, who didn't
start school until he was 11, ended up a
graduate of Princeton (then called the College
of 9&w Jersey), a Virginia 'Delegate, and a
member of a congress far different than what
we know today.
James Madison, a member of the
Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia in
1787, then 36, helped create the entire
governmental system that the United States
has lived under for the past 200 years.
As a college graduate, Madison could choose
either to be a lawyer or a clergyman, but
neither appealed to him. So he returned to his
family plantation, Montpelier, to tutor
children.
Me wrote to a college friend, "William
'Bradford, 'I do not meddle in Politicks.'
"However, the 'Boston Tea Tarty sparked
Madison's curiosity, and he dove into the
books.
In 1773, at 23, Madison was elected to the
ComndtU of Safety in Orange County to run
local affairs in support of the Jirst
Continental Congress. Jrom there he was
elected a delegate to the committee that

Photo courtesy of National Geographic

drafted 'Virginia's constitution.
Mere we catch our first glimpse of his
political ideals and insights. When Qeorge
Mason wrote that 'Jill men shou'd enjoy the
fullest Toleration.' Madison suggested, and
the committee approved, that 'all men are
equally entitled to the free exercise of religion,
according to the dictates of conscience.'
This small victory would carry over into the
making'of the Jirst Amendment to the 113.
Constitution, acknowledging that Congress
would not instate a national religion.
So Madison found his niche in the
government.
In 1779 Madison was elected to the
Continental Congress in Philadelphia, where
he participated in writing the Articles of
Confederation. Me realized even while they
were being adopted by the states that the
Articles needed changes, specifically, a
stronger central government. But he could not

convince the rest of Congress.
At a small convention in Annapolis in 1786,
12 men from svc_ states discussed the economic
plight of the country and called for a
convention the nact year in Philadelphia. The
purpose: to consider revisions to the Articles
of Confederation.
James Madison was one of the five
Virginians named to the convention.
Me arrived there with two papers, later
dubbed The Virginia Plan, that contained
models of other governments and the vices of
the States under the Articles of Confederation.
The Virginia Plan, presented by "Edmund
^Randolph, was the basic plan adopted as the
new constitution; the Convention
participants just worked out the details.
Of course, working out the details was an
arduous task, but a task, completed during the
heat of one summer in 1787.
On Sept. 15, 1787, the Convention adopted
the 113. Constitution, and most of the
members there signed it. Though it wouldn't
be ratified By all the states until almost two
years later, James Madison came out on top,
as the most influential contributor of the
making of the Constitution.
Clinton "Hossitcr writes in '1787 The grand
Convention that 'none of the men of 1787
would have dreamed of calling him (or anyone
else) the 'Jather of the Constitution,' he was,
beyond a doubt, the leading spirit and, . . .
most efficient member in this conclave.'
The Virginia Plan, his dedication to the
cause and the careful and quiet way he
approached every small detail 'are the solid
credentials of the one Jramer who stands,
modestly and eternally, first among his
splendid peers.'

\
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More IS Better
Madison Manor, to <*¥*«'.— "*» '""'"'"'"^
gives you more ...
More Room
'
Spacious 2 & 3 bedroom

• Full laundry facilities
Cable
TV landscaped with
Beautifully

4 Bedroom Townhouses
w/2 1/2 baths in each.

fans,

abundant storage space ana
much more.

More Amenities
• Fire places in most units
• Private balconies and patios
9 Completely furnished and
luxuriously appointed
• Wall to wall carpeting

-

More Fun
• Swimming Pool
• Hot Tub
• Fitness Center
~H-n
I Private party room w/ w<
kitchen

and self cleaning range
• Cathedral ceiling with clerestory
windows on all top floor units
.

ana cia

No One Offers You More I
Call Madison Manor today
for rental information
and reservations.

MXMJR

434-6166
-
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POLICEFILE

Three students
charged with
drunk driving
By Keith Perry
police reporter

■

Campus police arrested and charged
Iwo students and one non-student with
driving under the influence this week.
One student was arrested and charged by
Harrisonburg city police.
Student Christopher D. Andres, of

Annandale, was arrested and charged
with DUI about 1:45 a.m. Sept. 9 on
Bluestone Drive, police said.
Student Aaron P. Brown, 22, of
Midlothian, was arrested and charged
with DUI about 3:30 a.m. Saturday on
University Boulevard, police said.
Non-student Kyle M. Frick, 18, was
arrested and charged with DUI about
12:45 a.m. Sunday at the intersection
of Duke Drive West and Bluestone
Drive, police said.
City police arrested and charged
student William R. Jackowski, 20, of
Woodbrine, Md., with DUI Saturday.
Campus police also reported the

TOWM & CAMPUS!

Restaurant

Crew Members
Opportunity Made
Just for You

tffl

Taco Bell has a great
opportunity for you to
make the most of your
time and talent. Join us
as a Taco Bell Crew
Member and gain
valuable work experience
as well as extra cash.

s&$&
7Q W Wuter St

£

In return for your energy
and enthusiasm, you'll
receive:

H»msonburQ VA 22801

lc sfi p

" °

■■/

*vr
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How Was The Weekend?

e Flexible shifts
and work hours

] Dynamite
]We Should Try Again

• Pay Increase
after 90 days

]l'll Behave Next Time

Bork

following:

> (Continued from page 3)
i

Drunk In public
•A female student, 17, was charged
judicially with DIP about 11:45 p.m.
Sept. 8 in front of the police station,
police said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is violated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of students
charged judicially.
Underage
consumption
of
alcohol
•Non-student Anthony S. Layman,
18, of Dayton, was arrested and
charged with underage consumption
and driving with a shattered windshield,
about midnight Sept. 9 on ,Bluestone
Drive, police said.
•A female student, 18, was charged
judicially with underage consumption
about 12:45 a.m. Saturday, police said.
•A male student, 18, was charged
judicially with underage consumption
and dangerous practices about 11:15
p.m. Saturday, police said. The student
reportedly was throwing firecrackers in
little E-lot beside Hillside Hall.
Larceny
• A Sparkomatic speaker, three
cassette tapes, and two graduation
tassles reportedly were stolen some
time between 3:15 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.
Sunday from a Plymouth Horizon
parked on Alumni Drive, police said. The
items were valued at $75.
Vandalism
•A party room window in Theta Chi
fraternity house reportedly was
shattered some time between midnight
and 11 a.m. Sunday, police said.
Damage was listed at $640.
• A mirror and three shelves
reportedly were broken in a Weaver Hall
bathroom about 1 a.m. Saturday, police
said. No values were listed for the
items.

^Awkward, But Interesting

eComplete training
program

Tell him or her with
a SHOE BOX CARD
Send A Card From

• Company-provided
uniforms

BILL'S -||*M*«AAL SHOP
Located in downtown Harrisonburg

• Discounted meals
•A clean friendly
work environment

KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS
MM-

To find out more, apply
in person at:

Police to close
campus streets
for fireworks show
A fireworks show will be held
Saturday night following the
JMU-Morehead State football game as a
part of JMU's Government Day.
A postgame performance by the
Marching Royal Dukes will follow the
show.
Several areas will be blocked off by
campus police during die display.

Equal Opportunity Employer

kinkes

TACO 'BELL

1010 South Main St.
Harrisonburg. Va 22801

433-9287

A PepuCo Inc Company

........

mam

Madison Drive at the main campus
entrance, Newman Drive behind JMU
Stadium, and Bluestone Drive at the
railroad tracks near the campus police
station all will be blocked off.
The hill behind the stadium, the steps
between Godwin and Gibbons Halls and
A-lot also will be closed.

■s

persuade people that it doesn't make
him unacceptable for the Supreme
Court. He's got a chance to neutralize
all these things, and if he's as clever as
everybody says he is, he may well be
able to neutralize most of those things
so that he can then be judged on his
qualities as an intellect and his
performance on the court as a judge.
What will be the effects should Bork
not be approved by the Senate?
I think the first question you have to
answer is, 'If he is defeated, who docs
the President then offer? The fight is
really over Judge Bork, but it's
simultaneously a fight over the future
of the Supreme Court, and everybody
knows that. That's what makes this
different from last year when Rhenquist
was promoted and Scalia was selected.
They were not in a position, even if
they voted down the line with the
conservative position, they weren't in a
position to turn the court around. This
nomination, at least at the level of
argument, is that crucial. So the
Supreme Court's future is going to be
determined one way or anpther, if not
by Bob Bork, by somebody else.
If Bork is approved, where do you see
the court going?-

I think there are a handful of issues
on which the court is so closely divided
now that you can almost predict Bork
will make a difference on. For example
affirmative action, the court is very
deeply divided on that. Bork will
probably make a difference on one
man-one vote issues and legislative
rcdistricting. Bork will make a
difference on issues of privacy like drug
tesing and AIDS testing. He won't
make a difference on criminal law
because the court has already gone as far
to the right as it's going to go. He may
not make a difference on abortion,
which is a little bit of a deviation from
conventional wisdom because the court
is divided 4-4. The court's divided 4-4
on the substantive law of abortion, but
the court is not necessarily divided 4-4
on whether to overrule Roc v. Wade.
I'm not sure.O'Connor will vote to
overrule Roe v. Wade. She wants to
change it fundamentally, but there is a
difference on whether or not Roe is
overruled. If it's overruled, in some
states nobody's going to be able to get
an abortion. But if Roc is seriously
modified, that could effect whether
people can get an abortion all over the
country.
_
WERE FIGHTING FOR
MDURUFE

American Heart
Association

it
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FOR RENT
Hunters Ridge - New, furnished condo
apartment for male. Close to campus. Own
room, AC, microwave, DW! Call Luke Miller,
434-5150.

FOR SALE
Sengers No. 2 ,128 W. Bruce St., (good)
used furniture, antiques & lots misc. items.
Come by & browse.
New Tech Turbo PC - 6 expansion slots,
dual drive, 640 RAM, IBM compatible.
433-2280, Randy.
1983 Chevrolet Cavalier - Sporty, low
mileage, great condition, great back to
school car. 433-2280, Randy.
Sofa & Chair - Excellent condition. $200/
negotiable. Call x6489.
Pink Floyd Tickets - Capital Centre, call
Sam, 433-0310.

•

1977 AMC Sportabout - 4 door, automatic,
good tires, runs good, dependable
transportation. $500/best offer. Call
Linda, 434-9971 or 433-8882.
Home Speakers -1 pair of Cerwin Vega
D-3's with 4 year warranty. Maximum
output 135. Excellent condition. Call John at
x5257.
UVA-VA Tech Football Tickets - Sept. 19.
Call X4952.
Lofts, Rails, Ladders - Call Melvin,
269-6141 after 6.
U2 Floor
568-5863.

Tickets - Up front. Call

Kawal SX-240 - Like new. Call 828-3547
after 6 pm.
Urgent - Mercury 1972, $300/best offer.
Call Freddie, 568-4064.
Piano - Upright. Call 828-3547 after 6
pm.

HELP

WANTED

Mr. GatU's Pays $4.30 starting salary, car
maintenance program & a tuition
reimbursement program. We will beat all of
our competition.
Part Time Sales Clerks & Cashiers Flexible hours, apply in person at Nichols,
2475 S. Main St.
Managers Needed - Women's Basketball.
Contact Betsy Blosex65l 3.
Need Image Consultant/Color Analyst
Training. Call Ms. Clark, 363-5882.
Have Fun Working with the inside team at
Domino's Pizza. We are hiring order takers
& pizza makers. Call or stop by either
Domino's Pizza location to apply. 22 Terri
Dr7433-3111/off Rt. 33 behind Schewels;
31 Mitler „Circle/433-2300/off Rt. 11
beside Skatetown.

Want To Earn Cash without a big hassle?
Flexible scheduling, we work around your
needs. Apply in person at Mr. Gattis.
$10-660 Weekly/Up mailing circulars! Rush
self-addressed, stamped envelope. Dept.
AN-7CC-ER, 9300 Wilshire, Suite 470,
Beverly Hills, CA 90212.

Celebrate Fall At The Country Place Lodging & camping on the Shenandoah
River. Modem facility camping, 2 BR chalet
or 5 BR lodge, mountain view decks,
fireplaces, 42 miles NW of JMU. Contact
Gail Price, Communication Dept. or
1-743-4007 evenings.

Earn $100 In 1 night - lt;s been done. Call
Mr. Gattis, 433-0606.

Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality.
Visa/MC/Check.
434-3063, it's worth it.

Interested In Becoming Involved In UPB
publicity? Publicity assistant position now
available. Applicants may inquire at the
UPB office. Deadline for applications,
Sept. 18.1987.

Skin Care & Glamour Products Available Call Kemberly at 433-6934 for a free
complimentary facial.

Waitresses Needed - All hours open
especially lunches. Apply in person, Jess'Lunch, 22 S. Main St.
Male & Female Nude Models for art classes.
Part-time, $7.50/hr. No experience
necessary. Call x6312,Tuesday & Thursday,
9:30-10:30 am; or Monday 8-9 am.
Students Needed for local marketing firm
for phone/clerical work. Good starting pay
& flexible schedule. Call Renee Spitler,
434-2311.
Four Star Pizza - Seeking full, part-time
delivery personnel primarily for college
delivery. Earnings $6-8/hr. Apply in
person, 425 N. Main St.
Part-Time Sales Person - Saturdays,
Alfred Ney's downtown store.
Part-Time Sales Clerks & Cashiers
wanted, flexible hours. Apply in person,
Nichols, 2475 S. Main St.
We Will Meet Any Pay, any incentive
program, any bonus program at any pizza
delivery company in town. Other benefits:
free drinks, 1/2 off pizza, flexible
scheduling. Mr. Gattis.
Cooks/Cook Assistants - Pargo's
Restaurant has immediate openings
available for persons who enjoy team work,
new friendship & and honest day's work.
Above average pay & immediate benefits
available, including major medical. Apply in
person 9-11 am or 2-4 daily, 1691 E.
Market St. (Rt. 33E).
Dishwashers - Pargo's needs full or part
time, day or night dishwashers. Great
times, great pay & great benefits. Apply in
person, 9-11 am or 2-4 pm daily, 1691 E.
Market St. (Rt. 33E).

LOST & FOUND
Lost Copper Bracelet - In bottom floor
restroom of Jackson Hall, between 3 & 4
pm on Fri., 11th. Reward, $25. Sentimental
value. Contact Jane, x4435 or Dingledine
A204A.

SERVICES
Need A D.J. - See Rocken Ron at JM's
(P.O. BoxT138).

Widow Kip's Bed & Breakfast in Mt.
Jackson. Canopied beds, private baths,
fireplaces in all BRs, separate cozy
cottage. $45-65 for 2. 477-2400.
Word Processing - Letter quality, reports,
resumes, theses. Office Pros, 434-1620.
Typing Service - $1/page. 433-8713.
Student Special - Backscratcher Glass
Glaze Nails $45 for a full set. By Phyliss,
Hair Loft, 433-3446.
Freshman Parking - Lot above Bell Hall. Call
433-2126 for information.
Profs! Need a babysitter Friday or
Saturday nights? I'm R.C. First Aide
qualified & experienced with tots 5 mos. 13 yrs. $3/hr. Amy, x5768.
Learn To Dive - Kathy's Scuba, Hwy. 11 N.
Call 433-3337.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800) 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.

WANTED

M*A Brothers - Awesome party! Let's do
it again! M*A Little Sisters. P.S. You're
so big!
Vote For Gary McCoy for SGA Treasurer,
PC Ballroom, Friday, 9-3!
Audio Oasis! WMRA Record Sale, 9/19/87,
8-2, Burruss, Rm.8.
Party - Fall Fling, this Saturday, 1-4 pm,
Hanson Field.
The Pool Party Continues - The sun will
shine, Sept. 19!
Jean & Joanne - Hey cool jerks, here's your
personal, just don't touch it & use the
ladder. Thanks for the TP. KAP
Keep Pace With A.C.E. - 7 tonight. Burruss
Rm. 14.

Tina (From Squire Hill) -1 need to speak
with you. Call or stop by the "White House"
(Tim), 433-2261.
Greek Sponsor Night with in & JMU's 2
finest sororities.
No Vulgar Vocab - Just happy birthday!
Love, LLRCM.
Rush AKA • Make the most of your college
experience.
Ear Candy! WMRA Record Sale, 9/19/87,
8-2 Burruss, Rm. 8.
Fraternities, Sororities ft All JMU Clubs &
Organizations - Need a profit maker?
We've got it. See Kevin at Subway.
Rush The TAI Chapter of M<&A Today!

Ex-Philosophy Students - We need copies
of "The Continuing Quest" immediately. Will
take on consignment in Department Office
Sheldon 218 (x6394).

"Madison" 100% Cotton T-Shlrts (ft
heavyweight sweatshirts in a few weeks).
Look for them soon with the original "M"
shirt at football games, Parents Weekend,
Homecoming & Merchants Day. They're high
quality shirts at a great price.

Male Vocalist needed for progressive band.
Call Ron at 433-6957.

#32 - You still have my p-heart? I'm
touched. Vicious Lady

PERSONALS
Rush AKA- The beginning of a tradition.

Sloan - Does the offer still stand? A Friend
From Thursday.

Attention Catholic Students - No 5 pm
Mass on Sat., Sept. 19 due to Pig Roast

Teresa Lou - Happy 20th this Saturday.
Party or bust! A game of Death - you must.
But let's be nice & stay away from ice. Dale

The M" Shirt Is Here! Us 100%
heavyweight cotton. It's only $10 & it's a
great looking shirt! Get 'urn at all home
football games near the tennis courts

Physical Education Majors 4 Minors - Get
involved in your profession now. PEK
organizational meeting tonight, 8, Godwin
Hall, Rm. 205.

WJMR's Rock Poster Sale - Rm. C, Monday
& Tuesday.
'

Princess Johnson - Congrats on your
engagement. We're so excited! We love you.
The Girls House.

Mu Epsilon Zeta takes softball world by
storm! Thundering 1 to 0 shutout.

Attention Catholic Students - No 5 pm
Mass on Sat., Sept. 19 due to Pig Roast.
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WJMR Plays Alternative Music Friday night
at J. Maddies.

SGA Fall Fling - Sept. 19,1-4 pm, games,
band, prizes. Free!
Sucha Deal! WMRA Record Sale, 9/19/87,
8-2 Burruss, Rm. 8.
Want Performers For Parents' Day
Cabaret on Oct. 10. If interested, sign up in
UPB office.

AKA Fall Rush - BBQ, frisbee football,
basketball, parties, camping, friends 4
more. Call for the latest information. Ron,
433-4835.
Underclassmen - Picture sign-ups,
Bluestone office, M-F, 10-2, WCC-G-9.
Fall Fling - This Saturday, 1 -4 pm, Hanson
field, mini-carnival.
MOA Brothers - Get psyched for Rush!

The ia>E Tuition Giveaway Is Coming! Look
for it!

A.C.E. - The club for the college
entrepreneur.

Interested In Ayn Rand's Philosophy of
Objectivism? Send name & phone number if
you would like to get involved in the
organization of a Campus Objectivist Club
or attend discussions, etc. at another club
in the area. Write: "Objectivism", Box
5094, JMU.

Dude -1 guess "it was only in my dreams."

Fraternities, Sororities & All JMU Clubs &
Organizations - Need a profit maker? We
got it. See Kevin at Subway.
High Quality, Simply Designed Shirts have '
finally arrived at Madison. The "Madison" &
"M" shirts are here.
Come See Harry HardHat & The Susies at
JM's Greek nite.
Garber B304 - Hey guys, thanks for
Tuesday night. Dingledine C103.

Attention Freshmen - Call for AKA Fall
Rush information. Ron, 433-4835.
Don't Look • Just Drink. Don't smell - just
drink.
Mission Accomplished At University Place We're sorry to hurt your masculinity guys,
we challenge you to a rematch 14 to 14.
Sincerely, The Girls. Give us a time and a
date.
Sweet Sounds! WMRA Record Sale,
9/19/87, 8-2 Burruss, Rm. 8.
Wanted • Charles Robinson. What he can't
give, I don! need.

Jody Allebach - You're hot! How about a
.date? Guess Who
Kim - Decks, Eagle & everything get
better. Hang in, Ken.
It's Back - The Z<t>E Tuition Giveaway. Win
a semester's tuition, cash or a trip tor 2 to
Cancun, Mexico (everything's included).
Look for your tickets in the upcoming
weeks. '
Attention Patrick Real Estate Tenants We are pleased you came to us lor help with
off-campus housing. We welcome you to
Harrisonburg & to JMU & look forward to
working with you during the coming year.
Our office is open "almost all the time" &
we'll be happy to help in any way we can. If
you have not yet had your "move-in"
inspection, please call right away & schedule
this. 433-2559.

Free Party - Sept 19, Fall Fling, 1-4 pm,
Hanson Field.
i

Vr-

Are You A Musician or just like to listen to
music? M4>A is your organization!
Tired Of Seeing JMU plastered all over a
purple t-shirt with a gold collar & off
yellow sleeves? Look at the 'M* &
"Madison" 100% cotton shirts. We know
you'll like them.
AKA Fraternity National Charter
Ceremony - Nov. 21. Get psyched!

Attention Catholic Students - No 5 pm
Mass on Sat, Sept 19 due to Pig Roast

WJMR's Rock Poster Sale - Rm. C. Monday
& Tuesday.

Hear! Hearl WMRA Record Sale, 9/19/87,
8-2 Burruss, Rm. 8.

Vickie - tet's meet Friday at Troubles
Away Dance Club, Verona.

To The Guy Who Returned My ID - Thank
youlJeanne

Performers For Parents' Day Cabaret at
J. Maddies needed. Come by UPB office.

Foe detail! call your local Lung
Association office, or call toll free

1 (800) 346- LUNG

Sue & Desiree - You're the 2 hotest girls on
campus. Sue, next lime save the "gestures"
for later. Love, Steve.
Michael 11 months from the beginning but
nowhere close to the end. Just like to thank
you for being my sweetheart buddy &
friend. I love you, Ann.
WJMR Plays Alternative Music Friday night
at J. Maddies.

Vote For Gary McCoy for SGA Treasurer,
PC Ballrom, Friday, 9-3!
Fudrucker, Clam Shucker, Eat a Bag of
Ship (For the real words to this song, join
in & plenty o' girls at JM's tonight.)

What Year Are We In?

Free Introductory Scuba Lesson - Mon.,
Sept. 28 at 7:30, Bridgewater College.
Call 433-3337 or 568-5616 to sign up.

AXfi- Here's to the best Rush yel. Get
psyched! Michele

Fraternities, Soroities & All JMU Clubs &
Organizations - Need a profit maker? We
got it. See Kevin at Subway.

A.C.E. - The Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs. 1st meeting tonight, 7,
Burruss Rm. 14.
Attention Catholic Students - No 5 pm
Mass on Sat., Sept. 19 due to Pig Roast.
Underclassmen - Picture signups,
Bluestone office, M-F, 10-2, WCC G-9.
Student Welcome Luncheon - Harrisonburg
Baptist Church, 501 S. Main St., Sunday,
12 Noon. See our ad.
All P.E./Heaith Majors - Tailgate party this
Saturday, 5:30, Godwin Field. Food & drink,
$1. Bring your friends.
Tammi R. - Happy 21st Birthday! Go get a
legal buzz!! Love Mel, Mary & Wendy.

SUBSTITUTE DRIVERS
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Now Hiring'
TransAmerica Telemarketing
is currently hiring part-time work for students
with good phone skills.
Flexible hours and good starting pay.
Frequent pay increases.
Excellent experience in communication.
Looks great on a resume!
Call Sherry Hampe.

434-2311

JOBS AVAILABLE
During the school year of 1987-88, Kawneer
Company of Harrisonburg will have some..temporary
assignments available for production work on an "as
needed" basis. It is most likely that the hours would be
from 7:30 p.m. to 12:00 midnight, however, other
hours may be possible. To be worthwhile, you should
be willing to work two shifts per week. They could be
days of your choice. The rate per hour will be $7.04..
If you are interested, stop by the
Personnel Department at Kawneer,
1551 Country Club Road,
and complete an application.
David J. Crosbie
Personnel Manager
z==^===.
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"CLIVE BARKER PROVES HE'S THE NEW
HORROR KING OF MOVIEMAKERS:
—Bill Harris, At The Movies
THE BEST SLAM-BANG,
NO-HOLDS-BARRED, SCARETHE-OUT-OF
YOU HORROR MOVIE
FOR QUITE A WHILE!'
-Screen International
1 HAVE SEEN THE
FUTURE OF HORROR
AND HIS NAME
IS CLIVE BARKER."
-Stephen King

*

::

' ...

HELLRAISER
He'll tear your soul apart.
NEW WORLD PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH CINEMARQUE ENTERTAINMENT B.V. PRESENTS
A FILM FUTURES PRODUCTION A FILM BY CLIVE BARKER HELLRAISER STARRING ANDREW ROBINSON
CLARE HIGGINS AND INTRODUCING ASHLEY LAURENCE MUSIC BY CHRISTOPHER YOUNG
EXFITTIVE PRODUCERS DAVID SAUNDERS CHRISTOPHER WEBSTER AND MARK ARMSTRONG
PRODUCER CHRISTOPHER FIGG WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY CLIVE BARKER
T»

ORIGINAL SO* IKOTRArK Pf|ll[niCP

MIUIUONCINEDRT

M,

LURtUlM, fe. NEW WORLD PICTURES
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STARTS EVERYWHERE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18
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Clinic helps in dealing with cold reality
i
By Pam Wiley
features editor

.

t

Taking multiple shots of tequila does
not help a cold.
Neither does pulling an all-nighter,
drinking grain punch, walking to class
barefoot in the rain or playing in the
snow.
I ought to know.
In the past three years I have
discovered a number of activities that
are disruptive to getting over a viral
infection of the upper respiratory tract.
I am a senior at JMU, and since my
freshman year I have averaged three or
four colds a year.
In fact, I've had one this week.
Three days ago, my nose started to
run, the joints in my hands started to
ache and all I wanted to do was crawl
into bed and die.
But let's face it, unless a body gets
sick on a weekend, the average college

student's lifestyle doesn't allow for
staying home for two or three days.
What's a sick person to do?
The answer might be as close as the
lobby of the JMU Health Center.
According to staff nurse Ann
Simmons, a new self-care cold clinic
will be in place in the lobby at the end
of the month. The clinic will enable
students to determine just how sick
they arc and what medications they
might need.
"A lot of schools already have this set
up in their health centers," Simmons
said. "So what I did was survey some of
those schools.
"The main purpose [pf the new
clinic]," Simmons said, "is to educate
students about what signs and
symptoms to look for and what
medications to get — so that when they
graduate, they'll know what to do when
the Health Center isn't there."
The clinic's process, she explained.

"will be step by step." In the first step,
students will follow printed instructions
to take their temperatures, examine
their tonsils and check for swollen
lymph nodes. A checkshcet listing
symptoms that may require professional
attention helps determine whether an
appointment at the Health Center is
necessary.
A second sheet defines antihistimines
and decongestants and lists
over-the-counter products available for
the treatment of congestion, runny
nose, coughs, body aches and sore
throat.
A third sheet allows students to check
off the non-prescription medications
they wish to receive free of charge from
the Health Center. These products
include oral and nasal decongestants,
throat lozenges, salt for gargling and
aspirin.
Also provided is a fact sheet with
information on the common cold and
how to clear one up. The suggestions
include getting an abundance of both

rest and fluids and not smoking.
Although many people get sick when
the weather turns colder, Simmons said
she has not noticed a particular cold and
flu season at JMU.
"We see colds all year round.
[Students] come in fall through
summer, and in this area, a lot of it is
allergy-related because of the high
pollen count in the valley."
The cold clinic literature also gives
tips on how to keep from getting a cold
in the first place and how to keep from
spreading one.
Knowing how to stay w^ell and keep
others well, Simmons said, is just as
important as knowing how to get well.
"That could save a whole dormful of
people from having to come down
here."
Hallelujah and pass the orange juice.
Note: After four days of 12-hour cold
capsules, fruit juice, chicken soup and
lengthy naps, Pam Wiley is feeling like
a new woman.

Staff graphic by SALLY HENDERSON
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Neville Brothers to headline at Van Ripers
By Pam Wiley
staff writer

Last April, about 3,000 people turned out to huddle
under blankets or dance in the rain at the sixth Van
Ripers Music Festival.
The festival is held on a Sunday each spring and
fall in Nelson County, about an hour's drive from
Harrisonburg.
This fall's festival will be held Sunday, Sept. 21.
The bands scheduled to appear are the Neville
Brothers and Charlottesville's own Skip Castro,
Indecision and Paris Match.
Festival organizer Coran Capshaw said this
Sunday's festival will be held at the original site on
Van Riper's Lake.
For the past three years the event was hosted by the
Rockfish Valley Ruritans and held on their land.
Bands played on flatbed trailers.
The lake site, Capshaw said, is a more ideal place
to hold an outdoor concert. "It's got a natural
amphitheater and a bigger stage, which allows us to
have music for a longer time because it's less trouble
to get everyone on and off."
The bands, two of which have appeared in
Harrisonburg clubs, are scheduled to play from noon
to 6 p.m.
The Neville Brothers, who have toured with the
Rolling Stones and the Grateful Dead, play pop, soul
and funk spiced with the flavor of their native New
Orleans.
Skip Castro, long featured on the college club
circuit, originated eight years ago at the University of

AFTER

4
The Neville Brothers, who have toured with the Rolling Stones and the Grateful
Dead, will bring their New Orleans sound to Van Ripers Lake this Sunday.
Virginia. Their sound is one of classic rock 'n' roll
cans, bottles and coolers are prohibited.
covers mixed with original works.
Some proceeds from the festival will go to local
Indecision is also known for their classic rock
charities, Capshaw said.
covers of songs recorded by the Grateful Dead, Eric
Clapton and Santana. "Indecision is a very popular
Tickets are $9 in advance and are available at
band with college-age crowds, one of the most
Midway Market on Warsaw Avenue. They will also
popular statewide," Capshaw said.
be sold for $10 at the gate on Sunday.
Paris Match is a relatively new band which fer" ires
To get to Van Ripers Lake, take Interstate 81 to
former Casuals lead guitarist Dennis Guinan.
1-64 EasL Get on Route 250 East at Afton Mountain,
The festival is open to person of all ages, but
and go about three miles. Take a right on Route 6,
anyone wishing to purchase beer must bring a valid
which becomes Route 151, and go abootmne miles
ID. Food and soft drinks will also be available, and
to the lake.

HOURS
FRIDAY

THURSDAY
MUSIC
Jellyfish Blues — Gandy Dancer, $4 cover
charge.
End the Red — The Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Disc Jockey — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's Pub & Deli, Greek night, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
Manhattan (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m
and 9:30 p.m.
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p./n., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
The Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 5:00 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
The Lost Boys (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
La Bamba (PG-13) —Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
9:20 p.m.
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:35 p.m.
Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
COMEDY
Richmond Comedy Club — J. Maddies, 10 p.m.,
$2 cover charge.
POETRY
Poetry Reading — The Little Grill, no cover charge.

MUSIC
Progressive Night — J.Maddie's, 9:00 p.m., $1
cover charge, sponsored by WJMR.
Shuffle — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Gerald Preston Rowdy — Gandy Dancer, $4
cover charge.
Steve Parks — The Little Grill, 7-11 p.m., no cover
charge.
The Road Ducks — The Mystic Den, $5 cover
charge.
Mlxx — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, all ages, $1 cover charge for people of
age, $1.50 for people underage, sponsored by
Outing Club.
MOVIES
True Stories (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Eraserhead (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 12:00
midnight.
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p m
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
|
Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:20 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Lost Boys (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 940

La Bamba (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
920 p.m.
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:35 p.m.
Stakeout (R) — Roth Theatres,- 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
SATURDAY
MUSIC
Secrets — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
Spectrum — Gandy Dancer, $4 cover charge.
The Pulse — The Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
Mlxx — Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $3 cover
charge.
Post Game Party and Dance Contest —
J.Maddie's. 9:00 p.m., no cover charge.
DJ — Belie Meade, no cover charge.
DJ and Dancing — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ —Players. $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
True Stories (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Big Easy (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 130
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m., and 9:40 p.m
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
Fourth Protocol (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 720 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Lost Boys (R) — Valley Mali Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
La Bamba (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7:15,
p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
No Way Out (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
and 9:35 p.m.
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TACO 'BELL
Stop cramming.
Start jamming*
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HARRISONBURG'S new TACO BELL
RESTAURANT is located at
1680 E. Market Street

»'
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We're the new
neighbors and
you've made us
feel right at home.
So, we are happy to
welcome you any
time you have
an appetite for
something exciting
and out of the
ordinary. JUST
MADE FOR YOU.
Here's one
neighbor that's
always pleased to
have you drop in at
mealtimes, orally
time. Bring this
coupon and feel
more than
welcome.
WITH THIS COUPON

Nachos BellGrande

. WITH THIS COUPON

Nachos BellGrande

AND A MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

AND A MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

$JOFF

$ J[ OFF

REGULAR MENU PRICE

TAT0

REGULAR MENU PRICE

'BELL
Expires 10/3/87
AVAILABLE ONLY AT
1680 E. MARKET STREET

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON
WHEN ORDERING. LIMIT ONE
COUPON PER PERSON PER VISIT.
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER CASH REDEMPTION
VALUE IS 1 /20TH CENT

T^ff)

BELL
Expires 10/3/87
AVAILABLE ONLY AT
1680 E. MARKET STREET

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON
WHEN ORDERING LIMIT ONE
COUPON J»H PERSON PER VISIT
NOT GOOD WITH ANY On 1ER
OFFER. CASH REDEMPTION
VALUE IS 1 /2OTH CENT
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SPORTS
Veterans lead volleyball team
Davidson said the Dukes possess
consistency throughout the lineup and
feature a strong serving attack. Serving
consistently gives JMU an added
dimension to keep its opposition off
balance.

By Wade Nacinovich
staff writer
Rebuilding last year after losing its
entire 1985 starting lineup, the JMU
women's volleyball team used the 1986
season as a learning experience as the
Dukes posted a 28-15 record.
The lessons learned last season may
prove to be major factors toward the
Dukes' success this year.
Tuesday night the Dukes improved
their record to 6-1, defeating visiting
Radford, 15-8, 15-10, 15-4. This win
extends JMU's home winning streak to
five matches.
JMU coach Lynn Davidson said,
"One of our goals is to stay undefeated
at home and we would like to continue
that from last year."
Preparing her squad for early season
play, Davidson started the preseason
with a new approach. Requiring the
team to begin practicing one week
before classes started, Davidson drilled
her team rigorously.
\
Team members experienced three
workouts a day. Davidson explained
that she focused primarily on endurance
during the first session.
The last two sessions incorporated
volleyball skills and techniques, even
though she tested the players' endurance
again.
The Dukes play 90 percent of their
matches on a three-out-of-five game
basis this year. Because of this and the
team's tough schedule, Davidson said
the Dukes' preparation may be vital in
the team's quest for success.
"If it does come down between
William and Mary and us at the end of
the season, some of the extras, such as
diet and training, may come into
effect"

"At this point we're not as consistent
as we should be," Davidson said. "We
sometimes play down to the level of
our opponents, but this should
improve as the season goes on."
Both of JMU's most valuable players
return after successful 1986 seasons to
spearhead the attack.
Cathy Cole, a sophomore,, setter
named to last year's All-CAA first
team, and Rosemary McHugh, an
outside hitter, once again should play
key roles for Davidson's squad.
McHugh was second on the team in
kills (448), attacking percentage (.267)
and service aces (65) while also
achieving All-CAA honors.
Strategically, the Dukes have made
few alterations in their game plan,
except for two positional changes.
After playing outside hitter last
season, junior Dina Thomas has been
moved to middle blocker to take
advantage of her skill as a strong
blocker and aggressive attacker.
Thomas' .263 attacking percentage
and her 330 kills last year should
improve with this shift. With Thomas
moving 10 the middle, Chris Scott is
Staff photo by STEVE ZANETTI
playing on the right as a setter/hitter.
Senior Julie Kessler again is playing
JMU's Cathy Cole (left) prepares to hit a spike during the
middle blocker after making 107 blocks
Dukes' victory over Radford Tuesday night.
last season.
Comprised of two seniors, two
Confidence comes with experience
JMU received strong performances
and the Dukes have both of these juniors and one sophomore, the Dukes Tuesday night, especially from Cole,
characteristics. With five returning have the advantage of experience Thomas and Kessler.
starters, JMU now has the added court playing as a unit. This could enable the
"Julie Kessler and Dina Thomas both
savvy to help it gain the Colonial team to convert game pressure into big
plays rather than mistakes.
See VOLLEYBALL page 23 ►
Athletic Association tide.

By Dwight Galbraith
staff writer

JMU golf team
sets sights on
conference title

Anticipation and optimism reign for the JMU
men's golf team this fall. As the squad tecs up for
the 1987 season, the players' qualifying scores have
been the lowest in four years.
These excellent scores partly can be attributed to
senior tri-captains Rob Slavonia, John Screen and
Brett West
"How the team goes this year depends on how
these three go," said JMU coach Tom Hurt.
*< Jim Fish, a transfer from Florida Southern
University, has made his presence felt as well. Fish
shot a JMU-record 67 in a qualifying round at
Caverns Country Club Resort.
Hurt also has been pleased with freshman Chad
Bales. Bales won the Virginia High School League

Group AA state championship last season for
Marion High School.
*-*
Sophomore Jeff Forbes and junior Kevin Gregory
also could make contributions to the Dukes' season.
The team has been spending an averag.; of four
hours per day at either Spotswood Countrj Club or
Caverns Country Club Resort preparing for the
season — and especially for Colonial Athletic
Association opponents East Carolina and
Richmond.
JMU's most formidable CAA opponent
traditionally has been and probably will be East
Carolina. Richmond should also provide the Dukes
with some stiff competition. Last year the Dukes
finished third in the CAA championships in New
Bern, N.C., behind the Pirates and Spiders.
But this year should be different. Hurt said the

See GOLF page 21 >
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Did You
Get Yours?
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JMU's 86/87 Chrysalis art and literary
magazine has been distributed. It is time
to start on the 87/88 edition.
The first general meeting of the year for
anyone interested is Tuesday,
September 22, in Duke Fine Arts room A105.
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CARE
COUPONS
Act Now
FALL SPECIALS
Oil Change Special

THE DOMINO'S PIZZA
TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Earn money for school tuition
by working at Domino's Pizza!

Brake Special

Includes: change of oil filter, using only Includes: Replacement of brake fluid, adHonda filters, Kendall 10W40 Motor Oil) justment of rear brakes and handbrake, ln-|
spection of front brake pads. Brake pads '
Check out all fluid levels.
I and installation. Labor extra, if needed.
Tax Extra |
Tax Extra
I

1.

To be elfgible, an employee must meet all current requirements for
employment at Domino's Pizza:
Own car, insurance, driver's license
Good driving record
At least 18 years of age

2.

Student must work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, every week.

3.

You will accrue points for each hour worked, which can be applied to
a fund for your next semester's tuition.

$16.95

Change Coolant

Tire Rotation Special

Includes: Check of tire wear, rotation of
Includes: Replace ant-freeze, flush
tires. We hand torque wheel lugs on our
system, check belts and hoses. Service | Hondas, we donl use impact tools to pull
windshield washers with solvent
rotors and drums out-of-round.
I
Tax Extra

$13.95 T» EX,*

$6.40

BRING COUPON WITH YOU
GOOD THRU OCTOBER 31,1987

Horrlsonburg
7 "i«jht noi ivvi

i

2675 S. Main St.. Harrisoobanj, »«.
D.L 4178

Other benefits include: Flexible hours and days; potential to earn $7-10
per hour on the job; company-paid training; other lucrative incentive programs, such as Vehicle Maintenance.

If interested, call or stop
by your local Domino's
Pizza store anytime after
3 p.m., any day of the week
31 Miller Circle: 433-2300
22 Terri Drive: 433-3111

^T/^022^
=========Sn:rifltflf
fBn(5)W$ IAM^

433-1467
©1996 Domino's Piua. Inc
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Soccer captain enjoys blue-collar role
By Gary Crockett
staff writer
Frank Radics doesn't wear a hard hat
or carry a lunch pail, but no other items
better describe his blue-collar work
ethic.
The senior and captain of the JMU
soccer team has always been willing lo
work a little harder to meet his goals.
His type appears in all sports. In
baseball, they're the ones who come to
the ball park early to take extra batting
practice, and in basketball they stay late
to practice free throws.
"I would say I have a high work rate
and I'm a very motivated player,'' said
Radics with a slow. New York accent.
"I'm a pretty good athlete but I donl
have excellent speed. I'm a lot better at
the things you can work on."
Following his father, who played
soccer in his native Hungary, Radics
got his start in the sandlot leagues in
his hometown of Massapequa Park,
NY. He later attended Berner High
School where he earned all-county
honors as a senior.
He then went to West Point Prep
School in Monmouth, NJ, for one year.
He first learned of JMU from the
assistant soccer coach there who
persuaded Radics to apply.
Radics was not accepted initially, but
after contacting Bob Vanderwarker,
JMU's soccer coach at the time, he was
eventually given the final slot on the
1984 team.
Radics started the first game for the
Dukes that year and he's been starting
ever since.
As a midfielder on last year's 12-3-3
team, Radics was a vital cog in the
offense that produced 43 goals, the
most by a JMU squad since 1978. He
also contributed a school-record 11
assists and was selected to the allconference team.
"His strength is his intensity and his
work rate," said JMU soccer coach Tom
Martin. "I'd say he's gotten where he is
by working. He's got nice skills, he's
got a nice touch on the ball and he's
done it through hard work."

For his efforts, Radics was selected as
the captain of the 1987 team and finds
himself in a new situation. With five
starters gone from last year's team and
as many as six newcomers in the
starting line up this season, he's had to
assume the responsibilities of team
leader.
"In all fairness to Frank, he's in a
different role this year," Martin said.
"He's only one of a couple of seniors
that are playing for us and I'm sure that
there arc times, as young as we are as a
team, when he feels that there's a lot of
weight on his shoulders. But he can
handle it or he wouldn't be the captain."
If Radics does feel any additional
burden this year, he's not quick to admit
it.
"I just have to take more of a
leadership role on the field," he said. "I
don't feel any added pressure — I just
go out and play and help the team win."
One of Radics' more important duties
as captain is assisting the freshmen in
their adjustment to college. In that, he
subscribes to Martin's philosophy of
team unity.
"I just support them and try to give
them as much confidence as possible,"
Radics said. "We want to get the team
as closely knit as possible, whether
that's on the soccer field or off the
soccer field."
According to Martin, Radics has been
responsive in helping the newcomers
get acclimated to the soccer program.
So far the results have been positive as
the freshmen have accounted for five
goals and three assists in the team's
first five games.
But as Martin explains, the fruits of
Radics' leadership should reap their
greatest rewards farther down the road.
"Except for Marc [Hinson], Frank and
Anthony [Smith], this team's going to
be here for two or three years," he said.
"Frank won't be part of it but he's
helping them fit in.
"Not only are they going to grow as
students, but they're going to get better
as players over the years and he'll have

Contest

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
JMU soccer captain Frank Radics (right) dribbles downfield.
a good hand in that."
Radics applies the same work ethic to
his academic endeavors, which he
maintains is "a lot more important" to
him than his exploits on the soccer
field. Nevertheless, he came to JMU
uncertain about how well he'd perform
academically.
"At first I thought I was going to be
a 2.0 student just because I didn't get in
on my own," he said. "But I quickly
learned that it's the same thing as soccer
— the harder you work the better you
can do."
Radics' hard work in the classroom
has taken him from a C average his

REC
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REPORT

ACTIVITIES —

Any female or co-ed JMU campus organization may register one contestant in
the Nielsen Construction Company "Longest Pass" Contest at halftime of
Saturday's game against Morehead State.
Contestants must register with Brad Babcock, director of promotions, by calling
x6697 or writing to the Convocation Center by Thursday.
' In compliance with NCAA regulations, varsity athletes are not eligible.
frizes: 1st —$100 .
- 2nd —$75
3rd — $50
4th — $25

^

GOLF — The sign-up meeting for
the Captain's Choice tournament
will be Sept. 23 in Godwin 344 at
5:30 p.m.
HORSESHOES — Sign up lor
intramural competition by 12 p.m.,
Sept. 24 in Godwin 213.
ROLLER SKATING — A free
skating night will be held Sept. 24
from 7:30-10 p.m. at. Skatetown
USA.

t

freshman year to dean's list honors a
year ago. He also earned the Colonial
Athletic Assoiation Scholar Athlete
award and will graduate next May with
a degree in finance.
As far as his post-graduation plans
are concerned, Radics is currently
weighing two options. One alternative
is to go to graduate school where he
would also like to be an assistant soccer
coach.
If that doesn't pan out he says that he
would like to get a job in the
Washington, DC area and go to work.
For him, that shouldn't be anything
new.

SOFTBALL — Sign up for the
Home Run Derby in Godwin 213 or
at the site Sept. 29.
TENNIS — the clinic has been
rescheduled for Sept. 19 at 11 a.m.
on the Warren courts.
RESULTS —
SOFTBALL — All My Rowdy
Friends defeated the Coral Reefers
12-7 in the finals of the "Welcome
Back" softball tournament.

.
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Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get
a lot of special treatment. Like getting the American Express
Card pretty much hassle-free. Sure, they've proven themselves. But you have too, or you wouldn't be reading this
today. So we're making some changes. Starting now,
we're making it easier than ever for you to
become a Cardmember through our Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
The requirements are as simple as they
get: just be enrolled full time in a four-year
college and have some form of income-be it
from a job, a grant, or from your folks. You
don't even need a credit history, but if you have
one, it must be clean.
How's that for hassle-free! Of course, once
you have the American Express Card, it gets even
better. You can use it to buy everything from sweats
to stereos, everywhere from campus to Cameroon.
And those are just the basics. As a Cardmember, you'll
be entitled to a world of benefits you can rely on.
So look into our new automatic approval offer. Call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. Or just
pick up an application on campus and study it. You'll find
you're bound to pass.
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Golf

PROFILE
At first glance, it appears JMU
should have an easy time passing aginst
Morehead State.
The Eagles base their various
defensive formations on a Wide-Tackle
Six alignment. The Wide-Tackle Six,
designed primarily to stop the run,
employs only three men in the
secondary.

Morehead State
Eagles
Location:
Kentucky

Morehead,

Enrollment: 5,700
Conference: Ohio Valley
1986 Record: 7-4
1987 Record: 1-1

_L

Head Coach: Bill Bald ridge
Baldrldge's
Record:
11-24 at Morehead State,
16-29 overall
Last Week: Defeated
Kentucky State, 37-0
Series Record: JMU leads.
3-2
Offense: Multiple 30
Defense: Wide-Tackle Six

JMU quarterback Eric Green should
set the school record for passing yardage
— right?- Think again. Morehead
State's first two opponents thought that
way about the Eagles, allowing
Morehead State to record nine
interceptions in its first two games.
Many people have thought little more
of Morehead State than as a school that
produced New York Giants' starting
quarterback Phil Simms, but head coach
Bill Baldridge wants to change that.
Last year Baldridge led the Eagles to a
6-0 start and the number two position
in the national polls before a 1-4 finish
cost Morehead State a chance for its
first 1-AA playoff bid
The Eagles rebounded this year from a
29-0 opening loss at Marshall to down
Kentucky State, 37-0.
If JMU hopes to avenge last year's
27-24 loss at Morehead State, coach Joe
Purzycki's squad will not start slowly.

Last week at Appalachian State, the
Dukes gave up two touchdowns — the
only two they have given up all year —
in the opening five minutes of a 17-10
loss. JMU gained 359 yards of total
offense, the second straight week it has
gone over 350 yards while outgaining
its opponent
The key offensively once again will
be Green. Rain has hampered his ability
to throw, but a clear night finally
should give him a chance to add to his
already impressive career statistics.
Tony Graddy (5.5 yards per carry) and
Greg Medley (5.2) will lead a JMU
rushing attack which has already gained
530 yards.
Defensively, linebacker Dan Kobosko
will try to add to his interception
streak. With last week's second-quarter
interception against Appalachian State,
the junior has now picked off a pass in
the Dukes' last five games.
Senior linebacker Marty Fitzgerald,
who had 14 tackles last week, leads the
team in stops with 28. Redshirt
freshman safety Eupton Jackson moved
in second place (23) with his
team-leading 15 tackles against
Appalachian Stale.
Chris Jacobs also had IS tackles from
his strong safety position.

Weaving, Spinning, Knitting, Felting,
& Dyeing Instruction

">

> (Continued from page 17)
Dukes look stronger after only two
weeks of practice than they did at any
point last season.
Slavonia, last year's Most Valuable
Player, thinks JMU can claim its first
CAA title.
"Everyone is playing very well. If
there was ever a year to do it (capture
the CAA crown) this has got to be it,"
Slavonia said. "We feel like we can
compete with anyone this year."
The Dukes will host the 14th annual
JMU Fall Golf Classic at Oide Mill
Golf Club in Laurel Sept 25-27. The
next month, the squad will travel to
Durham, N.C., to play in the Duke
University-John Ryan Memorial, a
24-team tournament.
JMU opens its season in Lexington
today through Saturday in the Virginia
Military Institute-Washington and Lee
Invitational.
Last year JMU finished the Lexington
tournament in fifth place out of 21
teams. Screen shot a 74-76 to take
second place in the individual standings.
Last year, the Dukes finished second
behind East Tennessee State at the JMU
Spring Golf Classic and recorded a
third-place effort at the Navy Spring
Invitational in Annapolis, Md.

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS

'Weekend Workshops
•Harrisvilla Wool Yarns
•Handspun Yarn9
•Spinning Wheels, Looms, and
Accessories
'Free Catalog

Mail order or farm visit, 20 miles north of JMU.
Please call for directions
THE RIVER FARM
Rt. 1, Box 401
Timberville. VA
22853
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Outside VA
1-800-USA-WOOL
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(703) 896
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AD TRIVIA
Last issue's answer:

TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.
Two Pizzas
for
Only $8.99!

sm,
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■rt TWO iron ■■■
piriea to- onry U.Mr
Each additional
topping |1 39 Price*
do not include tax
Domino a
Double Feature*

NO
COUPON
NECESSARY
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433-2300
31 MiMt Ci.cla

433-3111

Domtno'a
Doubk Fcalurr ■

NO
COUPON
NECESSARY

Mount:
Open daily at aPM
Open until 1AM Son Thurs
Open until 2AM Fn Sal

22 T#m Of.
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Doubt* Feature '
Two delicious Cheese pizzas lo' one
special pnee
Additional loppings Add your choice or
loppmgs on bom pit/as lor one special
pne* - they don't have to be the same'

for Each additional
MaAM toppmg »l »» Prlca.

Only $11.99! *> noi mem* i#«

JIFFY LUBE (1/4 page)

Domino's Pizza
Double Feature"
Call us!
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OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEES
Product
it you are not completely
satisfied with your pifra
we will gladly replace it
free of charge

11 your pizza noes not arrive
wtfhtn 30 minutes lioffl thai
time} you order the delivery
person wiH gladly deduct S3 00
trom the price ol your puz*'
* Foe Double Feature guarantee is S3 00 oil each order
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VRMF Presents

Wayne's Hair Design

*.%

Skip Castro Indecision

Introduces an exciting
NEW
Designer

Paris Match
1
free tanning
visit with each
shampoo cut - blow dry
**

g

THE GRATEFUL DEAD'S
FAVORITE OPENING ACT

Nov.* Brothers Classics Afco A*o. Fem. Tel II Leu) It is
Mionrte Key Hey Pockey Way Do Whatever II Takes

Sunday September 20
12:00 Noon - 6:00pm
Van Ripers Lake

MIDWAY MARKET
OR
CALL
433-7111

Limited Availability
Information:
296-880$
979-4842

Good Food, Cold Beverages
Big Jim's Barbeque

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
EACH $35.00 perm with Johnwayne entitles you
to receive a hair care product TREE!" from
Paul Mitchell, valued at $10°o

$9.00 In advance

(804)
(804)

Johnwayne O. Crawford

-y LIFESTYLES FURNITURE
421 Wast Main Street
Crtarlotlesville
295-3410

No Boiiles, Cam or Coolers
In the event of severe inclement weather concert •* be held el Man / Trai m Chark*iesv*e

A'

Call (703) 434-1617
for an appointment with Johnwayne
at Wayne's Hair Design
624 Hawkins St.

Harrlsonburq, VA

22801

ft
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Volleyball
► (Continued from page 17)

had real strong games and Cathy Cole
made some intelligent choices and ran
the difficult plays successfully,"
Davidson said.
Junior outside hitter Chrissie Penas,
who led JMU in kills (471), kill
average (3.4 per game) and service aces
(77) in 1986, poses a lethal offensive
threat. Defensive specialist Erika
Johnson and middle blocker Pat
Murphy will see action as key
substitutes during the season.
On paper, the Dukes have the
potential to take the conference title.
But JMLTs road to the CAA crown is

far from easy. Its toughest competition
will come from Pittsburgh, North
Carolina, Hofstra, Virginia Tech and
William and Mary.
Among conference foes, Davidson
predicted that William and Mary poses
the largest threat, while American may
be the CAA darkhorse.
To defeat William and Mary will be a
difficult but not impossible task.
Davidson summarized the Dukes'
chance of winning the conference.
"I think we have a real good chance,"
she said. "We have set high goals and
have prepared ourselves — and the only
thing that could get in our way would
be ourselves."

JMU runner takes first at Wake
while Dukes finish third in meet
JMU sophomore Peter Weilenmann
captured the individual title at the Wake
Forest Invitational cross country meet
Saturday at Winston-Salem, N.C.
As a team, the Dukes finished third
among IS squads.

The Dukes' 107 points placed them
behind only Wake Forest (23) and
Appalachian State (62) in the team
standings.

Weilenmann won the race with a time
of 24:33. JMU also received solid
efforts from junior Doug Bloor, who
finished 12th with a time of 25:51, and
Chris Murray who posted a time of
26:13 to place 16th.

The JMU Rugby Club came away
with three wins last Saturday to win the
George Mason Invitational in Fairfax.
JMU defeated Salisbury State 29-3
and George Mason 15-12, then edged
Old Dominion 9-6 in the finals.

9:30 a.m.

While supplies last

2475 S. Main St

Open 9:30 - 9:30

No Ramchecks

Rob Heubeck also played an
important role as he contributed three
field goals in the championship game
to account for all of JMU's points.
The club next will face Virginia
Commonwealth at 1 p.m. Saturday on
the Convocation Center field.

ONLY

SAT.

FRI.

Monday - Saturday

■—■ COUPON --■■"IT '■■■■■■ COUPON

Rugby Club wins

Leading the way for JMU were Chris
Andres with three tries, Steve McWhirl
with two, and Kurt Collier and Pat
Allen with one each.

NICHOLS
Starts

i

434-5946

——■ COUPON

SONY

1520

^*>*£

Playtex Q40 4Q65
Bras
O
to I5J
Rag. 9.90 to 21.15
1.50 oH our already discounted jxices

i

Sony
Video Tape

M0

*%i
w

Rag. 4.99
T-120 VHS or L-750 Bata.

(upcoming events in J^U sports)

Chef
Boyardee

$

15-oz. Baef Ravioli.
Basfaroni or Spaghetti
with Meat Balls.

3. 2

Rag. 69c Ea.

NICH

""NICH@LS

* *

FOOTBALL
Saturday — Morehead State at
JMU, 730 p.m.
SOCCER
" /
Thursday —JMU at
MiBersvijIe (Pa^.),
4 p.m.
Sunday —JMU at Navy
inapolis, Md.), 1 p.m. '

■**

VOLLEYBALL
<■ Friday-Saturday —JMU at
North Carolina Classic
(Chapel Hill, N.C.)
Oxford
Shirts

FIELD HOCKEY
* Thursday — JMU at Penn
-•Stale(University Park, Pa),
3 p.m.

"T99
■ *****

Button down collar, back yoke with plea! and
loop Solids and stripes. Sizes 8-18
FASHION PLUS SIZES 38-44 $1 Moj^ — — J

•M. I.

MEN'S GOLF
Friday- Saturday — JMU at
. Washington & Lee
Invitational (Lexington)

LOW ON CASH*
Use Our Convenient

LAYAWAY

lA^^DMIaattha San** Peak

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Pepsi Mini Case
The 20 Con Mini-Case

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cherry Coke 12 pk.

\

Pepsi (2 liter)
Diet or Regular

WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY
Saturday —JMU at
Indiana Invitational (Pa.),
11 a.m.
MEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY
Saturday — JMU at
Delaware Invitational
(Newark), 11 am.

.
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ON PREVIOUS occasions, university
officials have been criticized for not
bringing quality speakers to JMU. And, in a
few instances when speakers of note have made
appearances on campus, apathetic students
have made the school look bad by failing to
attend.
This week, however, JMU held its annual Arts
and Sciences Symposium, and everyone
involved should be proud.
With the topic "Madison's Legacy: The
Constitution Today," the committee headed by
Dr. Robert Shapiro and Dr. Douglas Skelley
brought to this university a wide variety of
highly-acclaimed professionals. Among the
participants were a former Nobel Prize-winning
economist, a pair of nationally known journalists,
and experts in the fields of religion and political
science.
Given the opportunity to hear such impressive
speakers, JMU students responded.
Grafton-Stovall Theatre was filled to capacity for
each of the talks, and the crowd was polite and
attentive throughout.
Many of the people in the crowd had their
notebooks in hand, evidence that more than a
few teachers made attendance at the events
mandatory. But sometimes it takes something just
short of brute force to convince a student that
spending the afternoon with a Nobel Prize winner
can be just as entertaining and informative as an
episode of General Hospital.
THE PRESENTATION of this symposium
was timed to coincide with the 200th
anniversary of the Constitution, and we
hope the guest speakers intrigued everyone
involved to learn more about the document
written by our namesake.
Too often we take for granted the freedom and
powers given to us in the Constitution, and
unless we are either personally involved in a
lawsuit or are forced to learn about our rights to
pass a test, we could care less.
With the appointment of a new Supreme Court
justice, issues like birth control, abortion and the
death penalty will come to the forefront once
again. As current or future members of the
working and voting public, it will be up to us to
understand our rights under the Constitution,
interpret them and form a knowledgabJe opinion.
Part of the university's responsibility is to not
only educate its students in the classroom, but to
offer a variety of alternative views.
By bringing James J. Kilpatrick, Lyle Denniston,
James Buchanan, Jude Dougherty and David
Olson to campus for the recent Arts and Sciences
Symposium, JMU has laker, a o>z step towards
providing that education outside of the classroom
for al of us.
The above editorial Is the opinion of the 1987-88
Rob Waahburn 8ree» editorial board. Mike Wilson
managing editor
editor
Stephen Rountree
Mark Cbarnock
assL editorial editor
editorial editor

v

Bork nomination is a vote for
Constitution's strictest sense
If the Constitution was explicit to the point of
absurdity, and if all senators had the guts and the time
to address politically unpopular or dangerous
questions, Robert H. Bork would be a wonderful
selection to fill the vacancy on the the Supreme
Court.
But President Reagan's nominee is not the man for
an American living in eternal reality.
Why?
Bork believes to an almost sacred degree in the
necessity of judicial restraint, the process of
interpreting the Constitution only in a very strict
sense so that the intentions of the framers are
reflected.
This sounds like a very logical postion for a court
nominee to take and apply to cases he may preside
over, but such a theory doesn't function in practical
situations.
First off, the Constitution is so ambiguous, so
purposely vague, it warrants itself to a certain
amount of personal translation. The framers intended
to create a work which would provide justices with
enough freedom to apply the Constitution with a
rational consistency to the cases.
Because a justice must locate the path which
connects the law to a case, it is important that the
Senate select a person who is not only a legal
scholar, but also a 'moral scholar.'
Bork's major flaw is his refusal to make a moral
scholar's link between an abstract problem, and the
literal text of the Constitution.

For example, Bork had felt for a long time that the
only speech expressly protected by the First
Amendment was that of a political nature.
Jamie Kaluen, in a 1983 Nation article, argued that
such a stance will leave open to censures any form of
speech which does not reflect directly some political
idea or comment Kaluen points out that all forms of
speech are necessary to help build political
convictions.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Gregory Allen
Thus, by censuring one form of speech, the entire
foundation of a democratic system has been destroyed.
Bork has responded to questions pertaining to such
beliefs in rebuttal letters, and in congressional
hearings, saying his words have been misinterpreted
and his beliefs have changed. Ironically though, Bork
responses have not explained how these beliefs have
changed.
At his 1982 circuit judge confirmation he evaded
the question about his First Amendment philosophy
quite cleverly by stating, "It seems to me in my
punitive function as a judge that what is

See BORK page 26 >■
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Dead's popularity leaves many unGrateful
Her child is resUdss tonight, so she'll sit up a little
longer than the others and talk by the fire. Through
the silent gray smoke her face nearly glows: a
cautious, secretive face, but tonight, warm and
serene. Again, the child has to be gently gathered in v
from near the fire that his eyes are so full of; he is
loo close. Now in her lap, he- continues to stare
intently at the flames, and with her head bent over
his, her eyes smile inwardly as she speaks.
"It's not much longer now, not too much longer.
Well, at least'! don't think it will be; not for us
anyway. We've been at it for, well, a good, long
time, and you know, you've got to settle down.
Sometime."
A few of the others pass by and arc going to sleep,
they say. They will get up early and are tired, very
drunk. In passing her, she acknowledges them each
with a quiet smile and says goodnight
Before speaking again, she pauses, and looks into
the fire with her child. His eyes are heavy and filling
with sleep, but she is looking, remembering—and as
she remembers all of the fields, and all of the
parking-lots, the campgrounds and the crash houses;
as she remembers the people: friends and happy
strangers, the dancers, guitar-players and face-painters,
and all the others; as she remembers all of the fires
before, she turns—turning to the way things have
changed, and turning to this fire.
"Anyway, you can't really blame them—the new
ones, these kids—but alot of people do. It's hard, you
know? Growing up now, what have they got? I
remember when we were like them, and I think a lot

about what we had to chose from then. It's even
worse today, for them.
Still, it just seems like its all wrong sometimes.
They come here, you know, dressed up, trying to
..dress some way they think is right. They get so
stoned that they can't move or they get loud and run
around. Maybe that's it for them.
It just doesn't feel like it used to, you know?"

probably get thirty bucks apiece for those fakes of
his. Oh well, supply and demand, right? I just wish
there were enough, because a lot of the serious people
are getting pushed out by these kids, who will just
go home again anyway."
With a final drag of her cigarette, she leans back to
relieve some of the weight of her child, who stirs
briefly. Tossing the cigarette into the fire, she shakes
her head, exhaling.
"It just doesn't feel like it used to."
Such was the scene late last March in Hampton, as
the Grateful Dead began the first legs of its spring
tour. Since then, the Dead have broken into the realm
of pop culture with a top-10 single, a video, and
they've been interviewed by both the Today Show
and Rolling Stone magazine. Tie-dye shirts, once an
emblem of artistry and individuality, have been
selling in suburban shopping malls by the thousands.
Though the Greatful Dead have never courted mass
success or popularity before, it would be hard to say
that they've gone kicking and screaming into this
recent surge of attention, even considering Jerry
Garcia's pleas to the contrary, urging "fake
Deadheads" not to buy his records and tickets.
Perhaps the greatest wrong being done is to those
whom, like the woman above, have followed the
Dead for many years. They've become a part of that
culture, a legitimate American social phenomenon,
and are finding that their efforts, hardships, and way
of life are being trivialized by capitalism, MTV and a
group of idle kids with nothing better to do.
What a long, strange trip it's been.

WATCHING THE
WHEELS
Rob Morano
Her child is well asleep, and as she finds and lights
a cigarette, she is careful not to wake him. Soon the
smoke she draws from the cigarette merges with the
smoke of the fire, and is gone in the night.
"Like I said before, I don't really mind them.
They're fun to talk to sometimes; I guess they're
alright. But I've got two jobs when I leave here
again—I can buy my tickets as soon as they go on
sale. Lots of people really can't. Thai's where all the
problems start, when the police have to get
involved."
She motions towards a short black man, standing
alone. His poorly made tie-dye and conspicuos
fist-full of tickets do not deter, however, two
teen-aged boys from approaching him delightedly.
"Fakes. I've seen that guy here before, and he can

McCoy: A vote for experience Letters Policy

To the editor:
Clearly, Gary McCoy is the man for SGA
Treasurer. Winning 41 percent of approximately
1,000 votes supports our belief that Gary will best
serve as our SGA Treasurer.
However, SGA policy maintains a candidate must
secure 51 percentof the vote; therefore, we have yet
another chance to vote for Gary during the run-off
election, Friday, Sept. 18, in the Phillips Center
Ballroom.
In a sense, Gary has been "training" for this
position on the executive council of the SGA since
his first year at JMU. As a senior, Gary has a
thorough working knowledge of the aspects of
student life. He has held a variety of leadership
positions which include Inter-Fraternity Council
Representative, SGA Chairperson, Legislative Action

Committee, Student Services Commission, and most
importantly, treasurer of the state-wide lobbying
organization, the Virginia Student Association.

We want you to know that you are the reason we
are here. Reporting and analyzing the events at
JMU is our primary responsibility, and often ti
people have a lot to say."
,
The Reader's Forum page-is the place to say iL
We welcome' letters from the JMU community on
a variety of topics that are of general interest to
JMU.
All letters must be confirmed. Therefore, give us
your full name, telephone number, address, and
major with each letter. Letters without these things
will not be printed. If you have more than one
person writing the letter, we will indicate that
under the first name given on your letter.
Please don't be afraid to write. This is one of the'
few places where your opinion gets directly to the
student body.
Letters also help us gauge student issue, or help
bring to light an issue we might have overlooked.
So, please keep in mind everything mentioned
above, and let us hear from you soon.

In addition to his well-rounded experience, Gary
possesses a "people-oriented" personality. His
judgement is quick, his outlook is positive and his
dedication to his job is sincere.
Gary has the experience. Gary has the dedication.
Gary has already received the majority vote. Gary
McCoy—our next SGA Treasurer. Vote Gary
McCoy.
Mary Murphy
senior
history

Steakhouse, D-Hall: No relation
To the editor:
In regard to Amy Porter's article, "JMU asks state
for $190 million," please get your facts straight.
For one thing, the steakhouse is not a part of the
Gibbons Dining Hall.
Second, the dinner was not served in the steakhouse
(which is an entity in itself), >t was held in J.
Maddie's.
Lastly, the governor and his party dined on roast

leg of lamb, minted apples, Belgian carrots, parsley
red potatoes and chocolate mousse.
In the future, we as Steakhouse/Salads Plus
employees, wish that Breeze reporters would research
their articles more carefully (i.e. possibly attending
the function) and report the facts as they really are.
Kelly Oles
senior
psychology

.
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Bork
> (Continued trom page 24)

relevant is what the Supreme Court has
said, and not my political writings...".
Hopefully, the judiciary committee
won't let pass-the-buck answers like
that suffice this time around.
Again, Bork is a proponent of judicial
restraint, and would not go about
interpreting the Constitution in any
liberal terms even while the trainers
considered it an intrinsic duty of a judge
to interpret the Constitution with a
slight amount of elasticity. So why is
Bork opposed to judicial activism even
when employed in a logical and
moderate manner?
Bork expects congressmen, not
justices, to devise answers to
unanswered Constitutional questions,
and ideally they should. But any
politically aware American, Bork
included, realizes that what ideally
should happen is the difference between
wine and vinegar.
Members of Congress simply don't
have the time or the freedom from
influence to propose a politically
unpopular amendment exclusively on
the grounds that it would do away with
an injustice or fill a constitutional gap.
Judges, however, are appointed for
life and do not have to consider popular
appeal and pressures when making a
decision. Because of this, enough
justices in 1954 had the backbone to
dust off the 14th Amendment and use it
to eloquently destroy the walls the
white man had built to socially oppress
the blacks.
Even if Congress were free from such
factions, it is foolish to believe they
could patch every hole in the
Constitution.
Accepting, for a moment, that
Congress could bridge every gap
between the abstract implications and
the concrete specifications of the
Constitution, there would still arise
unforeseen problems (the rights of
AIDS patients, the limitations of
genetic tampering, future police tactics,
etc.) faster than Congress could
possibly react to them.
Bork himself has said, "The
theoretical emptiness at it's center
makes law, particularly Constitutional
law unstable. . ."
Meanwhile, Bork advocates, "The
sole task of (a judge) As to translate the
framers' or the legislators' morality into
a rule that can govern unforeseen
circumstances."
It was, of course, these views that the
senators considered so important when
confirming judges initially.
Confirming Bork would achieve just
the opposite effect. It would be like
buying a pair of shoes and no laces.
The justice would be there, but he
won't tie his decision to any
Constitutional groundwork because of
his refusal to apply his own common
sense.
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Dance Party
College Night

Student Welcome
Luncheon
Harrisonburg Baptist Church
501 S. Main St

every Friday at
Troubles Away Dance Club,Verona

This Sunday 12:00
noon after Bible Study
at 9:45 AM & Worship
at 11:00 AM

college students & their guests only
meet guys & gals
Admission $3.00

RSVP by FRIDAY
433-2456 _

Exit 59 off 81

(703) 885-8826
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AD TRIVIA
III

Q. Find the display ad \x\The Breeze
that says "We treat you right."

t\

And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The f^st five people^ with the correct answer WIN

:

A.

Name
Ji

i\

.

!

Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eliqible to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester
Entrants must present valid I.D. to win.
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Bork insists
Watergate firing
was not wrong

WASHINGTON (AP) — Supreme Court nominee
Robert Bork yesterday denied he had acted illegally
in firing special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox
14 years ago, and said that he did his best to make
sure the investigation into the Nixon administration
went forward.
Bork stiffly turned aside a suggestion from Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, that he had acted
illegally in firing Cox in what became known as the
Saturday Night Massacre.
Bork said he fired Cox because President Nixon
had given him a legal order to do so. Even then,
Bork added, he fully expected the Watergate
investigation to go forward.
He said he believed at the time he was doing what
the public wanted.
"There was never any doubt in my mind that that's
exactly what I wanted." said Bork, who was the
third-highest official in the Justice Department at
the time.
"And, in fact, I did my utmost to keep that special
prosecutor force intact and going forward," Bork
said.
Metzenbaum raised the issue of Watergate rather
than ask Bork about his judicial philosophy. The

Ohio Democrat and other opponents of Bork's
nomination to the high court hope to use the
Watergate controversy to question Bork's fitness as a
Supreme Court justice.
Bork's nomination has been intensely
controversial, with liberals saying he would use his
seat to attempt to overthrow previous rulings that
have established rights to abortion, privacy and
affirmative action. Supporters have attempted to
portray him as a mainstream conservative judge.
Bork has been an appeals court judge in
Washington since 1982.
Yesterday Bork defended his actions while working
in Nixon's Justice Department.
Nixon ordered Bork to fire Cox after Attorney
General Elliot Richardson and Deputy Attorney
General William Ruckelshaus resigned rather than
do so. Richardson has since said he believes Bork
acted legally in carrying out the dismissal order.
Metzenbaum challenged Bork about his role in
advising Nixon on the legal ramifications of
refusing to turn over information to the special
prosecutors who were investigating Watergate.
But yesterday Bork denied handling the
prosecutors' requests for materials.

WORLD

Official quits over 'differences' with Aquino
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Vice
President Salvador Laurel announced
yesterday he would not continue as
foreign affairs secretary because of
"fundamental differences" with President
Corazon Aquino.
Laurel and the rest of the 25-member
cabinet resigned Sept. 9, saying they
wanted to give Aquino free hand to
reorganize the government following a
failed coup attempt. It had been

expected, however, mat he would be
renamed to his post.
The vice president accused Aquino of
reneging on promises made to him
during the 1986 election campaign
against ousted President Ferdinand
Marcos.
He claimed the administration was
ineffective in combating the
Communist insurgency and that the
president had kept Communist

sympathizers in her government.
Laurel, 58, said he understood some
of those people would be retained when
Aquino announces her new Cabinet
later this week. He said he would
remain vice president and not align
himself with the oppostion.
In other developments, the military
said Communist guerillas killed nine
people on Mindanao Island Wednesday
and the U.S. Embassy announced that

Gaston Sigur, assistant secretary of
state for East Asian and Pacific Affairs,
would arrive late yesterday for private
meetings with unidentified officials.
There was no immediate response
from Aquino. Laurel's statement
appeared to be a major setback in her
efforts to restore unity to the
government in the wake of the Aug. 28
coup attempt and the Cabinet
resignations that followed.
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NATION

Suit alleges pilot knew wing flaps were not set
w
11

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — The pilot of Northwest
Airlines Right 255 screamed a reference to his plane's
wing flaps jusl before the plane crashed last month,
according to a lawsuit citing previously unreported data
from the jet's cockpit voice recorder.
The pilot screamed "Oh (expletive) flaps" while the
plane headed nose first toward the ground shortly after
takeoff from Detroit on Aug. 16, according to the suit
filed Friday in federal court.
Investigators have determined that the wing flaps of
the twin-engine airplane were not set in the proper
position to provide extra lift during takeoff.
The crash killed 156 people Only one person aboard
the plane, a 4-year-old girl, survived.
Some information about the crew's pre-flignt

procedures has been released by investigators, but the
suit was the first indication that the pilots were aware
of the problem with the flaps.
Phoenix attorney Charles Brewer, who filed the suit
against Northwest, declined to say how he learned
about the pilot's words, as picked up on the cockpit
voice recorder. The recorder survived the crash and is
being studied by federal investigators.
"I'm a jet pilot myself, and we have our sources," he
said.
Federal officials have said previously that the voice
recorder indicated the crew did not mention the flaps, as
required, while reading off their pre-flight checklist
before takeoff.
The suit was filed on behalf of the two children of

Linda Grigg, a passenger aboard the plane. The suit,
filed by Grigg's parents, seeks S13.8S million in
damages fpr each child while Grigg's parents are asking
for an unspecified amount.
The suit charges that the flight crew did not follow
the mandatory pre-takeoff checklist required by the
Federal Aviation Administration, which includes a
check of the plane's flaps.
The suit also says a circuit breaker was
circumvented, disconnecting an alarm that would have
warned that the flaps were not set properly when the
plane was rolling down the runway.
As a result, the complaint says, the pilots never
realized the flaps were not extended until a second
before the crash, when the pilot made his exclamation.
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